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Another person said, "How my childhood goes back and how I have
gained confidence from watching this video is beyond me...we did say it
four years back..was watching 3 idiots at this time n if only u knew then
what were u thinking?" After watching the video, we aren't quite sure if

this was a big deal or a hoax. Is there any one in this world who can
take this pen and the players of the Squid Game in the video are seen

getting active and ready just after the virus's speech. After several
remakes of classic Bollywood movies, director Rajkumar Hirani is now

back with 3 Idiots which is a remake of his 2009 movie. Touted to be the
funniest film ever made, the movie is all set to release on December 25.
The 3 idiots- Ahamad Ali Khan, Shaad Randhawa and Sonali Bendre - is

an hilarious comedy which tackles corruption, nepotism, love, and
politics. Hirani brings back the characters in 3 Idiots as they worked in a

fictional company. The movie is written by Abhijat Joshi and further
penned down by Rajkumar Hirani. The cast of the movie is brilliant and

the script is as smart as its predecessor. The film is directed by
Rajkumar Hirani and produced by Vidhu Vinod Chopra. ZEE5 Media Pvt.

Ltd. the parent company of ZEE5 TV, further announced the release
date, poster and trailer of the film. The film will release on December 25

and the trailer will be out on November 6. It stars the star casts of 3
Idiots, and Haissam Zahid, Sumeet Vyas, Manav Vij, Rakul Preet Singh,

Abhishek Sharma, Kumud Mishra and Saurabh Gakkar.
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